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Introduction
CarShare Vermont was awarded a CCRPC FY 22 UPWP grant to support our efforts to better meet the
transportation needs of households with lower incomes by conducting outreach about the expansion of
our carsharing service at four affordable housing developments in the Burlington area, and to promote
awareness about our MobilityShare membership, which provides free memberships and subsidized
driving rates to residents of the properties (and to all income eligible households in the community).
This critical funding helped supplement and enhance an MTI grant awarded by the Vermont Agency of
Transportation in late 2020 to introduce electric carsharing onsite at the affordable housing sites to
improve access to both our service and to EVs, recognizing that EV access through ownership may be
impossible or undesired for many individuals and households.
UPWP funds were used to develop and implement several outreach campaigns targeting residents of
our affordable housing partners across the Burlington area about our service and programs with the
goal of dramatically expanding the number of households served through our longstanding
MobilityShare program. We also sought to develop and expand new and existing partnerships with
service providers and community partners to enhance our shared missions.
Pod Planning & Resident Engagement
Working closely with affordable housing providers, we surveyed existing residents to determine where
best to locate shared electric vehicles. We conducted interest surveys online and by mail to all
Burlington Housing Authority, Champlain Housing Trust, and Cathedral Square residents. Based on
resident interest and CarShare Vermont’s pod placement criteria, we ultimately honed in on four
locations that would best accommodate EV infrastructure. Despite months of COVID-related delays and
challenges with the EVSE procurement and installation, we successfully opened four pod locations at 3
Cathedral Square, Grand Way Commons in South Burlington, 255 South Champlain, and 640 Riverside
Avenue, with all four vehicles in service by the fall of 2021.
Community Outreach
We contracted with two design firms to create and implement two large-scale outreach campaigns
targeting residents of public and affordable housing developments and their neighbors who may also be
income-eligible for our free MobilityShare membership. Our “Hi, Neighbor” campaign launched in the
summer/fall of 2021 in tandem with the opening of our new EV locations. Our “More to Share”
campaign began in the spring of 2022 to help further support outreach and membership recruitment
efforts.
These comprehensive campaigns included:
● Postcard mailings to all residents of the new locations
● Door hangers in the surrounding neighborhoods
● Posters and lawn signs promoting MobilityShare
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Paid advertising promoting MobilityShare in local newspapers, Front Porch Form, social media,
VPR, and on local city buses
In-person events at affordable housing sites
Participation in broad-reaching community events like the Old North End Ramble, Summervale,
and local farmers’ markets.
Translated print and web outreach materials

Throughout the above efforts, we worked closely with affordable housing partners and social service
providers to conduct extensive outreach to their tenants and clients to raise awareness about our
service and free MobilityShare rate plan.
Our partnership with Hunger Free Vermont enabled us to share information broadly with all social
service agencies working on food insecurity issues within Chittenden County. We developed a custom
flyer and social media outreach highlighting that anyone eligible for 3SquaresVT is also eligible for
MobilityShare. Hunger Free Vermont will continue to include us in future outreach efforts through their
Hunger Council.
We also reconnected and strengthened our partnership with the Champlain Valley Office of Economic
Opportunity (CVOEO) by sharing resources and information through their Growing Money and Green
Saving Smart programs. In addition, we connected with their staff member who works primarily within
the New American Community to identify ways to better serve this population. We look forward to
continued opportunities for relationship building and information sharing that go behind translation
services to help break down barriers and increase access to carsharing. Importantly, CVOEO also joined
CarShare Vermont as a business member to provide transportation access to their staff.
Focused outreach to United Way’s Working Bridges Program, Neighbor Ride Program, and local mutual
aid networks allowed us to share resources and information regarding our service directly with
individuals and families struggling with transportation access. We also provided free use of one of our
trucks for diaper pick-ups and other mutual aid pop-up events throughout Burlington and Winooski.
We were pleased to have the opportunity to participate in a focus group organized by one of our
transportation partners, the Old Spokes Home, to engage with residents of Burlington’s Old North End
neighborhood about their experiences accessing affordable and reliable transportation. A key takeaway
from this experience was that many Burlingtonians are still unfamiliar with our service, especially nonEnglish speakers. To respond to this barrier, we worked with the Association of Africans Living in
Vermont (AALV)–which supports new Americans from all over the world–to translate our core outreach
materials into multiple languages. This is an essential first step toward making non-English speaking
community members more aware of our service so that they can participate and benefit from
carsharing.
And finally, recognizing that new members may be unfamiliar with carsharing technology and
apprehensive about driving EVs, we also developed several educational videos to help with member
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outreach and education. This includes a general orientation how-to video for new members and a
MobilityShare-specific video that emphasizes the cost savings and other benefits of carsharing, such as
increased independence, ease of mobility, and reduced stress. Finally, we created a video specifically
about the EVs in our shared fleet that helps debunk some myths about them while sharing helpful tips
on using them effectively. Our goal was to help members become more comfortable learning new
technology and ease some common concerns. In addition to online resources, we developed updated invehicle user guides for our EVs with instructions for charging. CarShare Vermont devoted over 600 staff
hours during the past year toward our Greenlining Electric Shared Mobility project with the primary goal
of increasing access to our service.
Membership Growth & Impacts
Although we experienced significant delays and pandemic-related challenges with significantly fewer
opportunities for in-person outreach, we are happy to report that we have seen membership in our
MobilityShare plan grow by nearly 100% to just shy of 100 net households. Although this falls short of
our goal of serving 200 households, we expect to see ongoing growth in the program resulting from our
extensive outreach efforts and continued word of mouth.
Notably, MobilityShare represents the fastest-growing segment of our membership. Participation in our
MobilityShare plan has nearly doubled since the beginning of 2021, while total membership has
increased by 9%. In retrospect, a goal of 200 new MobilityShare members was probably overly
ambitious, considering we have not achieved such year-over-year growth across our entire membership
since our early days in operation. All this is to say, we are pleased with our results so far; and we believe
we have laid the groundwork to continue to grow our MobilityShare program and offer the necessary
support users need to benefit from our service.
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As growth in the program has steadily increased, we
continue to see the overwhelmingly positive quality of
life impacts. We consistently hear from our
MobilityShare members that having access to this
service is life-changing and transformative. According
to our most recent Member Survey (conducted in the
fall of 2021), MobilityShare members are experiencing
positive benefits from carsharing, including:
● 92% reported feeling more independent since
joining CarShare Vermont
● 58% are spending less money on
transportation
● 83% feel less stressed about transportation
Business Outreach & Collaboration
One unexpected but exciting outcome of our extensive MobilityShare outreach has been forming new
partnerships with several local organizations that need access to affordable transportation to advance
their social missions. Through our Greenlining initiative, we extended free memberships and driving
credits to three organizations. For the past year, the Intervale Center has relied on our service to deliver
food from local restaurants to food-insecure Vermonters through their Everybody Eats program. The
DREAM Program offers free membership to its staff and volunteers who, through their longstanding
mentorship program, need access to affordable vehicles to transport children from affordable housing
developments to and from activities. The Family Room also benefits from a membership that enables
members of its staff to live with fewer personal cars while maintaining access to a vehicle right on-site at
the ONE Community Center (a new pod that opened in the spring of 2022 through our ongoing
collaboration with Champlain Housing Trust) for home visits or meetings across town. This unexpected
outcome is a welcome reminder about what is possible when missions align and synergies are created.
Another goal of this project was to make inroads with our local health and medical centers to promote
carsharing through our MobilityShare program as a way to address barriers to accessing healthcare.
While it took some effort and time to identify the right contacts, we’ve had conversations with the
Community Health Centers of Burlington (CHCB) about promoting our service to patients who struggle
with transportation to meet their healthcare needs. We have also offered CHCB a free business
membership to support their staff. CHCB will remain an important outreach partner.
CarShare Vermont also met with staff members at the UVM Medical Center (UVMMC) to assess current
transportation needs and barriers to accessing medical appointments. They shared results from their
county-wide Community Health Needs Assessment, which suggested that the highest transportation
barriers exist outside CarShare Vermont’s current service area, where public transit options are less
robust, and walking and biking are not feasible. However, they encouraged us to share information
directly with UVMMC social workers and the Working Bridges staff to ensure patients are aware of
available resources.
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Although we made numerous attempts to contact UVMMC social workers directly, calls and emails were
never returned, likely due to staffing shortages and increased workloads due to COVID. However, we
successfully connected with Working Bridges staff, who work directly with medical center employees.
We shared resources and information through their tabling events and newsletters. CarShare Vermont
will continue to work to identify opportunities to partner with the medical center in the future, including
the possibility of locating a vehicle on the medical campus or nearby to serve both patients and UVMMC
employees.
Lastly, a goal of this project was to expand mobility options for residents needing to meet their medical
needs by working with the Agency of Human Services to make CarShare Vermont an eligible Medicaid
provider. We attempted to accomplish this by exploring a partnership through the state’s NonEmergency Medical Transport (NEMT) program run through the Vermont Public Transportation
Association. We attempted to set up meetings with the program director, but ongoing staffing shortages
within NEMT prevented their team from having the capacity to work with us. We were able to share
information about our service and MobilityShare program, though we did not have success identifying a
path forward to making CarShare Vermont an eligible Medicaid provider. Further, after exploring the
NEMT vendor application and program requirements, it became clear that our service would not be the
best fit due to the availability of options like SSTA and GMT, which remain the most cost-effective
solution within our service area. Our self-accessible and fully automated system is also less conducive to
the historical reimbursement structure currently used (i.e. taxi rides). However, we remain open and
interested in the possibility of partnering with VPTA and exploring options for NEMT rides if
opportunities arise or program needs shift in the future.
Usage by MobilityShare Members
In addition to membership growth, another measure of success is the activation rate among our
members. We generally strive for 25%, recognizing that some members will use the service much less
than others. Throughout the grant period, we’ve seen that our members on our MobilityShare rate plan
are consistently some of our most active members month to month. This past July, for example, 35% of
MobilityShare members took at least one trip vs. just 17% of non-MobilityShare members. We expect
this trend to continue as our MobilityShare membership grows.
We have also seen the driving subsidy we provide steadily increase each month. At the start of the grant
period, we subsidized an average of $139 per month in discounted driving, and by the end, that amount
had nearly doubled. By offering discounted rates on our new EVs, we hoped to keep driving costs as low
as possible for the members that rely on our service the most. Our MobilityShare plan includes the first
10 miles of each hourly trip, and we increased the free miles on daily trips by 50 miles.
MobilityShare members tell us that they are using our service to meet their most basic transportation
needs more efficiently and affordably. The most common trips include grocery shopping, doctor’s
appointments, and social trips to visit friends and family, which are difficult and sometimes impossible
via other transportation modes. And on average MobilityShare members are spending just $41 per
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month on carsharing compared to the $387 per month that the average Vermonter spends to own and
operate a personal vehicle.
Conclusion
Despite ongoing COVID-related challenges and ESVE installation delays, we are very excited by the
extensive growth within our MobilityShare program and the critical partnerships we’ve developed
through this project. We look forward to the many opportunities that lie ahead as we continue to work
to improve the equity of our local transportation system through carsharing, community outreach, and
ongoing advocacy.
A key takeaway from this project is that we can expand access to our service through creative
partnerships with organizations that provide direct services to people with low incomes and other
traditionally underserved populations. Through organizational memberships, we improve the ability of
service providers to meet the needs of their constituents with transportation challenges.
Simultaneously, we facilitate reduced vehicle dependence among the organization’s team members,
many of whom lack access to vehicles and may be low-wage earners themselves.
An ongoing challenge for CarShare Vermont is securing funding to help subsidize the cost of our service.
Revenue from our service does not cover our operating costs, making it financially challenging to further
subsidize our rates for our MobilityShare program. We are deeply appreciative that the CCRPC has been
such a champion of this program since its inception over a decade ago. Through the UPWP,
MobilityShare has become an essential transportation resource for our community, and we remain
grateful for the support.
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